what about the food color and our first view from cameras on the International Space Station of the Soyuz as it continues what so far has been a flawless approach for docking to the Poisk module the two spacecraft traveling 254 statute miles just off the northeast coast of South America moving from Southwest to Northeast in an orbit inclined 51.6 degrees to either side of the Equator at the bottom of your screen you're looking at the Zarya module the first component the first element of the International Space Station that was
launched on November twentieth nineteen

ninety-eight atop a proton rocket from the baikonur cosmodrome its solar arrays

folded like an accordion never to be used again the zarya drawing power not only from the Russian segment through the solar rays on these vezde service module but also from the u.s. segment of the International Space Station of course we can see the docking assembly clearly yuri malenchenko in the service module offering a quick greeting to Nowitzki indicating that everything looks normal from their perspective
inside the International Space Station
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and flight controllers in both Houston
and karlov have put the station in free
drift disabling any thruster activity to enable relative motion between the two spacecraft dampen out for the initiation
of the closing of hooks on both sides of the docking interface again a flawless approach a flawless talking for the soyuz tma-06m Kevin Ford Alec Nowitzki
Evgeny tarelkin have arrived at the International Space Station shocking occurring at 729 a.m. central time for 29 p.m. moscow time